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ARS I'R:kCl'

ihe sp_lcecraft of tile (;ctWotcntial Rcsc,lrch Mission ((.;RM)are cylindric',,d in form and designed

to fly with their Iotlgitttditlal axes parallel to their direction of flight. I'he ratio of length to

di_m_etcr of these sp,lcecr, d't is roughly equal to 5.0. Other spacecraft previously t'lown had corre-

sponding ratios roughly equal to !.0, and therefore the drag prodttced by impacts on the lateral

surfaces of those spdcecraft was nol as large :is it will be on the GRM spacecraft. Since the drag

coefficient is essentially the drag force divided by [he frontal ,area in flight, interal impncts, when

taken into account make the GRM drag coefl_cien! significantly larger titan the coefficients used

before l\'_r shorter sp,|cecr_ft. A simple formula is derived for the dr_ c_fficien[ of a cylindric:d

body flying with its long axis :done the direction of flight, and it is used to estimate the drag for

the t;RM. rhc formula shows thai the drag dlle Io later;d surface impacts depends on the ratio of

length-to-did|meter and on a coefficienl ('Is [IJter:d surface impact coefficient) which can be deter-

mined from previous cylindric:il Sp_lcecr:lft flown with tiw same ;ittitutle. or can be obtained frolll

I;ll'_or_llOry IIIC_lsllrt'lllt`n[s of iiiOlllellllllll :lCft'lllllllOt|;llioil cot"fficien[s, hi this rt'por[ (,' ts is

obtained ['roln flight da[,i, ;intl then [ist'tl to cstim:lte the ,wcommodation coefficient at the large

angles of incidence that occur on tilt' l_lter, d surface. ()n this b:::sis, the (;RM dr,lg coefficient,

without solar panels, is COml'_._ted to be belweel_ 2.7 and 2.'1 tlsil_g a nose c _'le of half-angle of

abt_ut 12 °. laboratory me:|st|rements :it hlrgc ,ingles of incidcnct" are difficult to make with

present techniques, ;ind therefore are scarce or not reliable, rhe rest|Its show their previous extrap-

olations using accollllliod_llion coefficients nleasllred :it angles of incidence less than 05 ° :ire in

error. ,ind if tisetl to conlplllt` the tlr;ig coefficient, wollld restdl in overestil_.l;lles by 30"; or more.

, ii1 i i v, i iii _ • iI̧ "-' ""_ " "_' ':" " "_'"_ ' "' ............. _ ............. _'_ _ _
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PREFACE

This report is the result of a review of the scientific literature on drag coefficients for space-

craft flying above 150 km altitude. The principal reason for the review was the large uncertainty in

the estimate of the drag coefficient for the Geopotential Research Mission (GRM) spacecraft.

Considering the large body of data on drag estimates of previous missions it came as a surprise

to see that there was large uncertainty in the magnitude of the drag coefficient for this mission.

However, it soon became clear that most spacecraft that have been flown in the past either were

not shaped like the GRM (long cylinders), or if cylindrical in shape, were tumbling in the decaying

part of the orbit and appeared spherical on the average for the determination of their drag coeffi-

cients. Apparently the GRM spacecraft are among a very small number of spacecraft with long

cylindrical form that are required to fly at critically low altitudes with guidance control to main-

tain minimum drag attitude.

Laboratory data on the applicable momentum accommodation coefficients have been surveyed,

and measurements of the drag coefficient of one previous cylindrical spacecraft have been found

in which attitude was controlled. This has been done with a view to converge upon a reasonable

estimate of the drag coefficient for the GRM mission.

The study shows that extrapolations of laboratory data to obtain the momentum accommo-

dation coefficient at large angles of incidence may be in error by a significant amount. Additional

laboratory measurements of atom-to-surface momentum transfer are needed to understand this

problem, and to fill the data gap that exists now at large angles of incidence. Perhaps experiments

of a different nature from previous ones may be necessary in order to obtain reliable information

in the large angle region. Previous experiments have relied on the sensitivity of the microbalance

in order to detect the momentum transferred to the surfaces by atomic or molecular beams of



sufficientlyhighintensities.Themolecularbeamsareproducedby neutralization of an ion beam

at tile selected energy. Spacecraft velocities are of the order of 8 km/s and the relative kinetic

energies of the atmospheric species (H, He, N2, O, Ar .... ) range from about 0.3 to about 15 eV.

I'he most hnportant energies for drag above 150 kmcorrespond to atomic oxygen, 5.3 eV, and

N 2 , 9.4 eV. At those energies it is very difficult to obtain sufficiently high intermities from most

ion sources, and the accuracy of the experiments is then limited by the sensitivity of the micro-

balance. Standard methods using ion energy loss spectrometers could provide the required sensi-

tivity and the capability for large angle measurements.

l'he concern expressed by Tom Keating, Study Manager of the GRM has been the driving

force behind this study, and happily, we have found that there is sufficient data available to make

a realistic estimate of the drag coefficient. 1 would like to acknowledge many helpful discussions

with J. C. Ray of the APL/JHU, and in particular, his contribution of a copy of the report by

A. Robertson. In the process we have also found a new method to compute the drag on the

lateral surfaces of spacecraft.

F. A. Herrero

May 5, 1983
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!. 1NTROI)UCTION

l'hc spacecraft proposed I\w tile Geopotential Re,_arch Mission I,GRM) are cylindrical in shape

with a length-to-diameter ratio approximately equal to 5.0. It ks a mission requirement tllat the

spacecraft must fly at an altitude of 1o0 km for a minimum of O months beginning April ! 98tL

Both spacecraft will be fueled and propelled by hydrazine thrustors which will fire continually in

order to follow a drag-free orbit. Obviously. a minimum drag attitude should be maintained in

flight to opthnize fucl u_ge. Details on thrustor operation to follow a drag-free orbit and on

attitude control for the GRM are given in a report by J. C. Ray and R. E. Jenkins. 1981. In that

report, they also present the details of their drag coefficient calculation in which proper account

is taken of the drag developed hy impacts on the side surface of the spacecraft. The magnitude of

the drag coefficient is critical to the GRM because of fuel limitations using the size of collapsible

fl_el tanks vdfich arc provided with current technology. The concern over its magnitude has arisen

because the drag coefficient values that have been obtained from past spacecnfft orbit decays

su,_est a value between 2.0 and 2.3. On the other hand, rigorous calculations tRay and Jenkins,

lOS! : Fredo and Kaplan. lO,qO) that use commonly accepted values for the momentunl accommo-

dation coefficients tKnechtcl and Pitts, lo71) suggest a value of about 4.0 or higher for the bare

cylindrical body of the GRM.

In this report, the main question addr_'ssed is thai of the magnitude of the drag coefficient

of a cylindrical body. with a length to diameter ratio of about 5.0. and flying with its long axis

approximately parallel to the direction ,it" flight.

I'hc drag l\wce on a bod_ moving Ihrough the air is defined as that component of force

produced by the air in a direction opposite the direction of flight. The drag coefficient is given

by the relation

|: II

('1) -:

i: p \"A_
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where Fo is the drag force, p the density of the surrounding air, and V the velc_,,ity of the body.

rtle area Ar is a reference area tbat must equal the area projected by the body along the direction

of flight. Care must be taken in defining this reference area to ensure that all computations of the

drag coefficient are consistent. However, it must be recognized that the side surfaces of the space-

craft contribute drag in addition to the drag due to the projected area A r. So, it is not surprising

that the drag coefficient increases with the length of the spacecraft.

The next period of maximum solar activity occurs in 1991. If put into orbit hn 1989, the

GRM spacecraft will be flying during the onset of solar maximum, and may encounter very high

atmospheric densities and correspondingly high drag forces. The drag coefficient must be known

within certain bounds together with the atmospheric density in order to predict the expected life-

time of the mission with high reliability. In this report we obtain upper and lower bounds on the

drag coefficient of the bare GRM cylinders to be used in orbit lifetime calculations using upper

and lower bounds on the expected densities.

The next section reviews some of the basic notions which would apply at altitudes of 150 km or

more regarding drag forces. This is done mainly in order to point out the role played by the accommo-

dation coefficient and the importance of the lateral surface in the drag coefficient. In the third section

an expression is derived which gives the drag coefficient explicitly in terms of the diameter-to-length

ratio, and it is used in the fourth section to compute the GRM cylinder drag coefficient using only

previous flight data which give the drag coefficient of a cylindrical spacecraft flown with attitude con-

trol. The fifth section is not essential to this report and represents work in progress. However, it is

included to demonstrate a method of obtaining the accommodation coefficient at large angles of

incidence from flight data. In this regard, the GRM will offer a unique opportunity to measure the

drag and accommodation coefficients in flight with accuracies not achieved before if the density,

temperature and composition are measured in-situ with a small sensor similar to those flown before

(Spencer et al., 1973). The last section gives the conclusions and recommendations.

"3
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Ii. DRA(; FOR('t:. 1N A RARFFIFI) AI'MOSPIIFRE

111this scctioT_. _c review the basic theory.' of tile drag l\_rce on a body moving with high

velocity in a rarefied atmosphere. We sho_ that the drag above 150 km is due to individual

impacts on ttle surface of the spacecraft, and describe the basic parameters that are generally used

to compute the drag force.

The Knudsen Number

We can say that a spacecraft flies in a r_refied gas if the mean free path of the molecules in

the gas, X, {average distance between collisions) is much larger than the linear dimensions of the

spacecraft. The parameter commonly used to give the degree of rarefaction in a gas is the Knudsen

number defined by

k ____x
L

where, for our purposes, L is some average linear dimension of the spacecraft. Wllen K _" 1, we

can be surc that molecules re-emitted from the spacecraft surface will not mq_act other gas mole-

cules ttntil very far away from the spacecraft. So. under conditions of very high Knudsen number.

the free stream velocity distribution of the gas near (in front of and to the sides) the spacecraft

is not altered by the re-emitted molecules. Therefore, the velocity distribution of the free gas

stream is Maxwellian with a bulk velocity equal to the negative of the spacecraft velocity. That is,

[ i \312 I -V) _ + v}l/a' (3)
t" (_', = _ rra=) e-

n _ (vx _y +

ttere we have chosen the spacecraft velocity to be in the negative direction to the x-axis with

magnitude V, as shown in Figure la for a coordinate frame at rest in the gas. a = (2kFqnj _: is the

most probable speetl of the molecules of the gas. The velocity distribution of eq {3} is specified in

tile spacecraft c,)ordinatcs _.',&own in Figure I b). and there V > O.
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(a) GAS REST FRAME
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Figure 1. Distribution of molecular velocities in two coordinate systems.
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The naolecular rays shown in Figure la, the gas rest frame, have lengths equal to the most

probable speed a, and they are randomly oriented. In Figure l b, the spacecraft rest frame, the

molecular rays have lengths roughly equal to V, but we see that they are dispersed in direction

;rod magnitude by the thermal motion, represented by the width 2a. Both parts of the figure show

that. from any point in space above, below or to the sides of the spacecraft, as many molecules

move toward the spacecraft _s move away from it. In other words, of all the molecules that have

sufficient speed to reach the sides of the spacecraft from any point in space, only one half of

those will reach it, the other half moving in the opposite direction.

Likely values of K may be obtained from a knowledge of the air density and the average

collision cross sections at the altitudes and temperatures of interest. The mean free path is

inversely proportional to the number density n, in particles/unit volume, and to the collision cross

section o, in units of area. It is given by (Loeb, 1961)

X- 1 1
V__ no ' (4)

and it is tabulated in the 1_)70 U. S. Standard Atmosphere as a function of altitude. Figure 2

_ves the mea,a free path in the altitude range of interest here. For the GRM. the Knudsen number

is numeric;ally equal to the mean free path since the GRM spacecraft diameter is roughly 1.0

ineidr.

When K is less than about 40. as it may happen at 150 km under extreme solar active condi-

tions, it is possible that the re-emitted molecules may undergo their first collision sufficiently

close to the spacecraft to begin to modify the incident stream in front and to the sides of the

spacecraft. Under these conditions, the re-emitted molecules partially shield the surface of the

spacecraft from direct impact by molecules in the free stream. Some reduction in drag may result.

This effect flay be of some imp,ortance at 150 km because the thermal velocity of the re-emitted

molecules is about one-tenth of the free stream velocity. For further details on this effect, see

(,. I-!. Cook (It)6_);tnd references cited therein.
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Figure 2. Mean free path in the atmosphere as a function of altitude.



Die Drag Force

We begin with a discussion of the drag force on a simple surface. Consider a flat square

surface _ of side _ movitLg through a rarefied gas with velocity V, and having its normal vector

oliented at an angle 0 with V (angle of attack) as shown in Figure 3. We assume that the gas is

at rest so that the line of impact of ihe gas molecules with the surface is parallel with the line of

flight. A bulk velocity in the gas (e.g., a wind) will have the effect of changing the angle O, and

must be taken into account when measured. For the remainder, we assume that there is no bulk

velocity in the gas rest frame. If the Knudsen _mmber _,/£ is much larger than 1.9, then the total

force on the surface may be expected to arise entirely from the sum of the forces exerted by the

individual free stream molecules. Keeping in mind that the drag force is that component of force

along the line of impact, we compute the net momentum delivered to the surface per unit time

along that line by a stream of molecules impacting at an angle of incidence given by O. If Pi is

the momentum of the incident molecules, and Pr the momentum carded away by the reflected or

re-emitted molectdes along the direction of flight, the net momentum delivered along this direction

is

Po = Pi + Pr" (4)

It is understood that the incident momentum Pi is positive when directed toward the surface,

whereas the reflected momentum is positive when directed away from the surface. It is possible to

compute Pi for a Maxwel!ian gas described by eq (3), but Pr depends on surface condition and on

the specific molecule-surface interaction po'ential. If the surface condition were known and stable,

then, in principle, the interaction potentiz ould be compta,ed, and with it a reliable value for Pr

could be obtained. For example, experimental results show (Thomas, 1980) _hat the nature of

adsorbed layers may be very important in atom-surface interaction. It has been observed that atoms

linger on, or accommodate most easily when incident upon a surface covered with atoms of the

same species than when incident on a clean surface covered with atoms of a different species, and
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\

A

v Pi

LINE OF IMPACT

Figure 3. Molecular momentum _iis incident on a surface element at angle 0 with the st, rface

normal. _r is the component of reflected or re-emitted momentum along the line of p'_. labelled
the line of impact.

and this may be due to resonant exchange between identical particles, or to the optinaum momen-

tum transfer that takes place between two equal masses. We note that the density at 160 km is

such that a monolayer of N2 or 0 would be deposited in several seconds (Cook, 1965). So, one

would expect that the impacting atoms and molecules should accommodate readily to spacecraft

surfaces, and perhaps predictable results may be obtained with surfaces of minimunl roughness.

'Fhe idea of accommodation is closely related to the time spent by the molecule "'lingering"

on the surface anti to the notion of diffuse reflection (Loeb. lt)(_l ). l)iffu_ rellection means

8



that the moleculesarere-emittedrandomlyfrom the surface,andthis mustmeanthat all correla-

tion with the incidentmomentumvectorhasbeenlost. It is difficult to think that all correlation

could belost in a singlecollision,soweareled to concludethat the notion of diffusereflection

meansthat the moleculehassufferedseveralcollisionson the surfacebeforebeingr>emitted.

That is, the molecule has "lingered" on the surface for several collision times.

At the other extreme, we have the situation of a single elastic collision before re-emission.

This leads to the notion of specular reflection. We may think that at high velocity impacts an

incident molecule is less likely to linger because the time spent moving toward the surface is

short, and the effects of the interaction potential are not felt until very close to one of the

surface atoms. If this were true, we would conclude ti_at specular reflection should be important

only for velocities higher than some value. For velocities near that value, we might expect a

gradual transition from diffuse to specular until such a high velocity is reached that channeling

occurs and effective penetration of the surface occurs. The general picture we have just described

is consistent with experimental results (e.g., O'keefe and French, 1969; Jakus and Hurlbut, 1969:

Smith and Saltsburg. 1966; Devienne et al., 1966). However, the precise behavior at the velocities

of interest here is still somewhat neb_dous.

Returning to equation (4) above, we can write the momentum transferred along the direction

of 0 when the re-emitted lnolecules are fully accommodated to the surface as

Pacc = Pi + Ps ' (5)

where Ps is the average momentum carried away in the direction of 0 t)y molecules that fully

accommodate to the surface temperature T s. We turn now to the definition and discussion of the

momentum acconlmodation coefficients.

9
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Momentum Accommodation Coefficients

A gas that fully accommodates to a surface interacts in such a way that after colliding with

the surface, the distribution function of the re-emitted gas corresponds exactly to the surface

temperature. Thus, the term "accommodation' is significant in a statistical sense. The term is

applied to accommodation in energy and momentum, and the usefulness of the definition stems

only from the fact that measurable parameters can be derived from it. We can see that it is possi-

ble to measure the degree of accommodation if we took the ratio of equations (4) and (5). For

100'_. accommodation, we must have the condition

Pnet = Pace •

So, we can def'me an accommodation coefficient to specify the degree of momentum accom-

modation with a surface by

Pi - Pr
ot (0) = , (6)

Pi " Ps

where we show the coefficient as a function of 0 to ihdicate that it depends on direction, and is

basically a vector quantity, In this definition we have taken the differences between the momen-

tum components so that a(O) < 1 when the degree of accommodation is less than 100%.

t

Conventionally, the momentum accommodation coefficient is specified by two components,

the normal and the tangential (Schaaf and Chambre, 1958). The normal, or perpendicular momen-

tum accommodation coefficient is given by

an = Phi- Pnr (7)
Pni- Ps

10
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and

otr p V 2 sin 0 g(s)
r - (12)

wile_"

-_L_ _ z S2
g(s)-_/_.(e s + (I +erf(s) ) (13)

and

s = V cos 0 (14)
I

a

The drag force on a surface element dA moving with velocity V in a gas at rest may be com-

puted with the aid of Figure 4.

From tile figure.

d F D = (p cos0 +r_n 0) dA (15)

where p and r are given by equations (I i) and (12).

For zero angle of attack (0 = O),

W

d F o = pdA , (16)

wllere p must be evaluated using eq (! I) for s = V/a. For a 90 ° angle of attack.

d F D = _'dA (17)

For this case, s = 0 and g(s) = 0. However, g(sVs = 1/V'_, and

d FD = °_r 0 V 2
2v - aA

12
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Tht, s, the drag force on the sides of the cylinder may he obtained using equation (18). l'his

requires knowledge of a r at q0 ° incidence angle. As we will see below, this number is not known

from experimental data. the microscopic state of the surface will affect the value of oq, for an#es

very close to qO°, so that if known for m_me laboratory surfaces, its magnitude would not be reli-

able for application to spacecraft. We will see in section V that previous extrapolations tFredo and

Kaplan, 1_>81) of the laboratory measurements of Knechtei and Pitts _ 1973) give a r = 0.6 at q0 °.

and that this value wot, ld lead to an overestimate in the drag in our computation below.

dA

///

pdA

Figure 4. Molecules incident on surface dA from the left with velocity _,

exert a force dF o which is the vector sum of the normal component pdA,
and the tangential component rdA.

13
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In the previous section we saw that it may be possible to use equations (11) and (12) to carry

out a calculation of the drag coefficient, but that in order to take proper account of the lateral

surface drag, the accommodation coefficient would have to be known for a 90 ° angle of incidence.

Now we pursue a description of the drag coefficient which will enable us to make di_ct use

of previous flight data in a calculation of the drag including the effect of the lateral surfaces. This

description depends on the fact that lateral surface impacts do not occur at 90 ° on the average,

but rather at some average angle Oi" close to but less than 90 °, determined by the magnitude of the

thermal motion, as discussed with Figure lb. The resulting equation derived below (eq (32)) is

general in terms of the coefficient CLS for the lateral surface. The value obtained for CLS below

depends explicitly on the average angle of incidence 0i. Nonetheless, we emphasize that our drag

coefficient estimate does not require a knowledge of this angle at this point. The value of this

angle depends on the specific form given to the momentum flux. and this represents work in

progress at the moment. The relation of this work to the experimental work of Boring and

Humphris, Knechtel and Pitts, and Seidl and Steinheil will be given in section V.

Referring back to Figure 1b, we see that as many molecules will be moving in the positive

y-direction as in the negative y-direction. Therefore, no matter how fast the spacecraft moves,

there will always be some molecules striking the sides and imparting some momentum there. Also,

we see that of all the molecules above the spacecraft only those with negative Vy may reach the

side. Similarly for the ones below, only those with positive Vy may contribute to the lateral

surface drag. Now, the average velocity component in the x-direction is just V. The average upward

(or downward) velocity will be smaller than V, and approximately equal to the most probable

speed: we call it V. Thus, the molecules will impact the lateral surface at an average angle of

incidence given by
/_.k

Oi = tan'l (__) . (19)

14
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F'or otir purposes, we take _ = a, and for the temperature, orbital velocity and composition at

l(_l) kin. we obtain 0 i -----,',;4_'. Ihe average incident velocity vector is

A

V i: i V +.iT (20)

In the following x+e obtain an equaiion ( eq (24))for the drag force on a body moving

througt; a gas with no thermal spread (+ = 0). Then we modify the result to take into account the

thermal motion with eqs. llO)and (20).

The gas momentum flux density with respect to the spacecraft may be approximated for high

velocities by the flux in the direction of V:

= p v { (21)

Consider the momentum delivered to an infinitesimal area element dA which moves through

the gas Stlch that its normal makes an allgle 0 with the velocity vector V as shown in Figure 4.

lhe net motnentum delivered to dA is _ven by eq 14).So, the fraction of the incident

momentum tr:msferred to the surface is

fn(0 ) =_Pi + Pr = 1 + f(0) (22)

Pi

where we have defined f(0) = pr/Pi . the fraction of momentum reflected or re-emitted in the

direction of Pi' The function RO) has been measured in the laboratory by Boring and Humphris

(!t)73), and those measurements formed the basis for the initial approach taken in this

computation.

Multiplying the incident naomentum flux density, eq (21). by the area projected by dA gives

the total momentum intercepted per unit time by dA. Subsequent multiplication by fn(0), eq (22).

gives the force on dA in the direction of Pi" We get

15



dF D = (1 +f(0))pV 2 cos0 dA (23)

The drag force on a body defined by surface Z is then

F D = f (1 + frO) ) p V 2 cos 0 dA , (24)
Z

Where Z is made up of those parts of the body surface whose normals have non-zero positive

components in the direction of flight. Using the def'mition of the drag coefficient (eq. (l) above)

gives

C o = 2I 1 +! f f(O) cos 0 dA] (25)
Ar

For a flat plat plate at angle O, the drag coefficient is

CD = 2 [1 + f(O)] (26)

This is precisely the relation used by Boring and Humphris (1973) to obtain the drag coefficient

from their measurements of the ratio f(0).

This formulation ignores the effect of the thermal motion of the gas on the side surfaces of

a cylindrical spacecraft flying with its axis parallel to its velocity vector because we have neglected

the thermal motion of the molecules in the beam. That is, those surfaces which point at 90 ° to

V. Thus, equations (24) and (25) lead to serious error at surface angles of :ttack 0 >t 90 °.

Equation (25) is very similar to the equation used by Moe and Tsang (1973) to study drag coeffi-

cients of cones and cylinders. Figure 3 of their paper shows that the cylinder drag is zero for zero

angle of attack. However, we will show now that it is possible to use the experimental data

obtained by Boring and Humphris in conjunction with eq (24) to compute the total drag on the

spacecraft including the effect of the thermal motion on the side surfaces.

16
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i"igurc 5a sho_vs a cylindrical I_xly of length I. and radius r. For this example, we shall

assume qlat lh¢ front face is a flat plate whose normal coincides with the cylinder's axis as shov_n

in the figure. Fh¢ area of lh¢ front face is d¢,,dgnatcd Af, :rod the drag coefficient a,_sociated v,ilh

the front face ("Df' Ih¢ total drag force on the cylindrical body ix given b}

I
i: D -7p V" " (27}= I, Df Af + F s

wilere F s is the drag forcu exerted on the sides of the cylinder.

In order to obtain I"s we first compute the drag force on a thin strip on A s. and then inte-

grate over A s. rhe drag component for each thin strip dA s is obtained using eq. t23/alx+ve with

reference to Figure 5b. The angle 0 in this case is the average angle at which the gas molecules

strike the sides, riffs angle is given by equ,ltion (l t)). The for_'e along v i on dA s is

dF =/p Vi(! 4-t'tO)/cos0 dA s _2S}

where the factor '- is indicative of the fact that only one I-+alt"ot" the molecules given b.\ the

density p tnay reach the side surfaWCS, l'he colnponcnt of this force that contribt,tcs to the drag

on the cylinder is shown :ix d t s T1 the figure, and ix

d |:s -- sin 0 d |: (20}

Since 0 is the same tor all strips on the side surface, integration gives

!" s =_ p V:i sin 0 cos 0 (! + f(O_ I _3OI

Substituting (30} into (_'"}, and using the areas A s = 2nrl, :rod A t, = 7rr:, the total drag

forc¢ Oil tilt." c\ lillt|t'r ['WCOIllL'S

l'p =lp V a Afl('pf+ 2L cos0 (! + I'(0) )l (31}
- r

17
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dAs

A
n

: L

As = _'rL

t
r

(b)

dF

Figure 5. (a) Cylindrical geometry for lateral surface drag computation. (b) dF s is the component
of force contributing to the lateral surface drag. The component perpendicular to dA s (not shown)

is cancelled by an identical component from opposite side of the cylinder.

18
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where we have eliminated V i using eos (19) and (20). From this, we obtain the drag coefficient

tbr the cylinder

_L
C D = Col +_7_CLs (32)

where we have defined the lateral surface ccefficient as

Cts = cos 0 (1 + f(0)) (33)

Equation (32) is perhaps an obvious result. Intuitively, we know that the drag due to the

lateral surface must be directly proportional to the length of the cylinder. Equation (24) tells us

that the length of the cylinder is to be specified in units of the radius ef the cylinder, since the

radius is the basic parameter for the frontal area. We note that the ratio of lateral area to frontal

area is 2L/r, the factor that multiplies CLs.

IV. DRAG COEFFICIENT ESTIMATE FOR GRM

In this section we present the drag coefficient measured for a cylindrical spacecraft flown

with sufficient attitude control to maintain zero angle of attack. We use that drag coefficient with

the dimensions of that spacecraft to obtain the value of the lateral surface coefficient Cts, and

then obtain the drag coefficient for the GRM.

Lateral Surface Coefficient Estimate

We refer to a report by A. Robertson (1971) in which the drag coefficient was measured for

an Agena rocket that was put into orbit in the altitude range from 140 to more than 180 kin.

The spacecraft's form was cylindrical with a nose cone of about 12° half-angle with a base

diameter of 1.5 meters. The base of the cone was continued by a cylinder of the same diameter

with a length of about 11 meters, and finally a tail section 2.7 meters long. For angles of attack

near zero, the tail section contributed very little to the drag because it was masked by the

19
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cylinder section. So the drag coefficient consisted of contributions from the nose cone and the

lateral surface of the main cylinder.

We compute the drag coefficient for the nose cone first. Applying equation (25) to a cone of

half-angle ¢ = 1_°. , we get

%f_ 1.5+_0.1,

where we have used Acone = 7rr2/tan 0 and f(78 °) = - 0.25 +_ .05 estimated from the data on

Table I, section V. The lateral surface coefficient is found using Robertson's high and low values

for CD (Agena).

Co (Agena-high) = 3.6

CD (Agena-low) = 3.3

---L(Agena) _-- 15
r

L (GRM) = 10.0
r

Using these numbers and CDf - 1.5 we get from eq (32)

Cts (high) = 0.07

Cts (low) = 0.06

The GRM upper and lower bounds follow from eq (32)"

C o GRM (high) --- 2.9

C D GRM (low) = 2.7

20



V. COMPARISON WITH LABORATORY DATA

Measurements of momentum transfer parameters appropriate to this calctdation ha\ e It,on

found in tile literature. They have been reported by Knechtel and Pitts (1073), Boring and

Humphris (1073), and Seidl and Steinheil (1974). Unfortunately, the definitions of the parameters

of interest are all different, and a brief description of each experiment is necessary in order to

reduce all parameters to one common definition. The three experiments were very similar in their

appar,_tus makeup. They used a molecular beam incident on a sample surface and measured the

resultant force on the surface with a microbalance.

By far the most straightforward parameter definition was given by Boring and Humphris

(1973). They were interested in determining drag coefficients only: therefore they measured the

momentum components 'along the direction of the incident beam only. The microbalance was used

to measure the momentum delivered to a sample surface whose plane could be oriented with

respect to the axis of the incident molecular beam. They measured the incident momentum Pi

and the reflected momentum Pr along the line of incidence for several orientation angles from 15°

to 75 °, and reported the ratio of these quantities as a function of the angle of incidence. Their

results are given in the 8th column of table 1 below. The results of all three experiments are given

in .hat Table. The first column gives the angle of incidence and the subsequent columns give o_n,

a r and Pr/Pi for each experiment and tor each angle. The following paragraphs describe the results

of the other two experiments and the derivation of pr/Pi to comt_are all three consistently.

Seidl and Steinheil carried out _milar measurements with a :nicrobalance, except that they

made two measurements for each angle of incidence. Those two measurements were done qO°

apart, and therefore could be used to separate the normal and tangential components of the

momentum to obtain the accommodation coefficients. They preferred not to include the momen-

tum of fully accommodated molecules issuing from the surface, so their normal accommodation

21
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coefficient is different (and more tractable) from the standard definition of equations (7) and (8)

above. Figure b shows the experimental configuration described by them, and their measurements

are listed in columns 2 and 3 of Table I. We use the vector and vngle diagrams in the figure to

obtain the ratio pr/Pi in order to make valid comparisons with the data of Boring and Humphris.

They defined the momentum accommodation coefficients by

(normal) otn =Pni - Pnr , (34)
Pni

and

(tangential) c% = Pri -Prr , (35)
P¢i

From the figure, we can see that the ratio is

Pr=_Pnr cos0 i-_prr sin0 i ,
Pi Pi Pi

but, using equations (34) and (35) the components Pnr and Prr are given by

Pnr = Pi cos 0 i (1 - an) ,

and

Prr =pisin0 i(l -or r) ,

so, the ratio is simply

P-S-r= (1 - an) cos 2 0 i - (1 - %) sin 2 0 i
Pi

(36)

Now we can obtain the ratio pr/Pi using the values of a n and % of Seidl and Steinheil. Thes: are

tabulated in column 4 of Table I.



_;_GINAL P/_GE i_i
OF POOR QUALITY

SAMPLE SURFACE

Figure 6. Definition of momentum vectors used in the text. Note that Pr is the component of
the total retlected monlentunl (shown by Por ) along the line of Pi"
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The measurements of Knechtel and Pitts were reduced by them to the standard definition of

equations (7) and (8). However, they did not specify the surface temperature for their experiments,

and thus there is an uncertainty in the value of Ps that should go into eq (7) We use the relation

_ven by them to obtain Ps" Assuming a surface temperature T s equal to room temperature, 300 °K,

we get

0.038 Pi
Ps _ (37)

cos 0 i

We substitute eq (37) into (7) and get

Pni- Pnr

an = Phi (1 - 0.038/cos20 i) (38)

Using eq (38) in place of eq (34) we rederive the equation for pr/Pi:

P-Zr = (1 - otn) cos20 i - (1 - a_r) sin20 i + 0.038 an
Pi

(39)

The accommodation coefficients of Knechtel and Pitts are given in columns 5 and 6, and the pr/Pi

ratios deduced from them with eq (39) are given in column 7. The difference between eqs (39)

and (36) is just the term 0.038 a n. The coefficient 0.038 was obtained using the temperature T s

of 300°K above. The coefficient is proportional to X/_s, 30 unless T s was extremely high, the

uncertainty should remain small.

We have plotted the ratio f(0) = pr/Pi for the three experiments in Figure 7. Before compar-

ing these results, we must review briefly the differences between the measurements. The data of

Seidl and Steinheil (SS) was obtained from the impact of a beam of He atoms on a sarJphire

surface. Their beam energy of 0.05 eV corresponds to a velocity of roughly 2 km/s. The data of

Knechtel and Pitts (KP) corresponds to the impact of N 2 or N2 + on Aluminum surfaces at an
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energ_ of 10 eV which gives a velocity roughly equal to 8 km s. File data of Boring and

llumphris tBtl_ represents N,. N,'. and 0 or 0 ° impact on test surfaces from _tellile Fcho 1

,rod l:xplorer XXIV lhe kinetic energy of 5 eV of the O* beam also corresponds to an _ km s

velocit._ in _eneral. me,_surcments indicate that Pr Pi should decrease as tile _elocit_ increases,

and tile difference between SS tcirclesl and KP _x's) is consistent with tills tact, l'h¢ BII

t.squares] values are markedly higher than the KP values. Additional measurements have been

made. but have not been included here because of tile preliminary status of this part of the

report.

We note that the KP values, extrapolated to 0 - 84 ° t_e discussion regarding eq rig)).

give R0_ _-. - 0.0 in Figure 7. This gives a 'lateral surface coefficient C,"Is _- 0.04 using eq _33_. On

the other the Bti data extrapolate to roughly fl0) = - 0.4 at 0 = 84 °. ]'his gives Cts _ O.0_, in

agreement with tile value obtained in section !_," from tile flight data. rhis agreement is probably

tortuitotls. _'e point out that the angle _i = ''14° may be in error by perhaps + 3°. and careful

computation including the angular distribution of gas molecules incident on the surface is

required before a I_etter value of _i iS known, tlowever, il is clear that predictions of drag using

the data of Boring and llumphris will be higher than wilh file data of Knechtel and Pills.

%e noted in tile introduction that previous extrapolations of tile data Knechtel and I'itts

appeared to overestimate the drag coefficient, l'he extrapolation was presented by Fredo and

Kaplan tl_81), and they obtained o_r _, O.t_ and c_n "-.0.25 at t_ = '_0 °. Substituting these values

into eq t3_). we gel ft_O°)P _ - 0.3. In our computation, tile corresponding value f(84 °) would

be abot, t - 0.25, and would give CIs _ 0.08. This is roughly 30% larger than the v'alue of 0.0o

obtained above, and about twice as high as tile value C I s _ 0.04, obtained witll the inlerpola-

lion done here.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

1 We have derived an equation which allowed us to obtain the drag coefficient for the bare

(,RM cylinder independently of laboratory measurements, and found that the value obtained leads

to a ratio pr/Pi which is consistent with the published laboratory estimates. This degree of con-

sistency lends confidence to our estimate. Using flight data for a spacecraft with an L/r ratio of

15. we obtained upper and lower bounds for the lateral surface coefficient CLS of eq _32). With

those values of C ts" we obtained upper and lower bounds of 2.9 and 2.7 for the bare GRM

cylinder with L/r = 10. The coefficient Cts indicates a value of pr/Pi _ - 0.4 at angles of incidence

near 84 °. Them values of pr/Pi are reasonable extrapolations of the laboratory results.

2. It is implicit in the conclusion above and in eq (32) that the contribution to the drag

from the sides of the cylinder decreases as the angle 0 approaches 90 °. It should prove useful to

compute the average angle 0i of eq (19) when the lateral surface normal has a small component

in the direction opposite the direction of flight. Such a situation would occur if our cylinder was

deformed by reducing the diameter of the back plate slightly. The cylinder then becomes a frus-

trated cone of small half-angle flying with its base forward. The number of molecules impacting

the sides decreases with the half-angle of this cone. and significant reduction in drag should result.

Computations are in progress to estimate the reduction in Ct, s with the conical deformation of the

cylinder proposed here.

3. The solar panels and other smaller appendages on the GRM will contirbute to make the

actual drag coefficient larger than that obtained for the bare cylinder. The computation or CLs

and the work in progress mentioned above should provide the basis for an estimate of this effect

in the immediate future.

4. The comparison of laboratory data suggests that a more careful extrapolation of the

measurements of Knechtel and Pitts (1973) may give lower drag coefficients using the method

28



outlinedby Schaafand (Thambre(1958), and used by Fredo and Kaplan (108i)and Ray and

Jenkins (I981).

5. Finally. every effort should be continued to acquire more information on drag coefficient

determinations for other cylindrical spacecraft such as the SETA-1 and SETA-2 in order to lend

more confidence yet to our estimates, and with a view to estimate the effect of solar panels and

the e_'ficiency of shadowing of one surface by another.
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